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ABSTRACT: Lesser prairie-chickens (LEPC) breed in relatively open areas (e.g., low visual 
obstruction and low horizontal cover) of grasslands where males congregate to perform a 
courtship dance. This area is known as a lek. After mating, most females will nest within 3.2 km 
(2 miles) of the lek site. Due to this high lek affinity, managers monitor the abundance of this life 
cycle component for population trends.   
 
A range-wide sampling framework and survey method is being developed to estimate total 
abundance of active leks for the population of LEPC.  In addition, standard operating procedures 
are being developed for aerial surveys and ground truthing surveys.  The methods are being 
developed with the assistance of core members of the Lesser Prairie-Chicken Interstate Working 
Group (LPCIWG).  It is anticipated that the plan will be implemented in a pilot study in the 
spring of 2012.  This study plan and results of the pilot study will provide managers within the 
Great Plains Landscape Conservation Cooperative (GPLCC) a more consistent approach for 
trend analyses of abundance of LEPC leks across the species’ range. 
 
INTRODUCTION:   
 
Within the five states of its historic range (Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, New Mexico, and 
Colorado), the LEPC remains present on sand sagebrush (Artemesia filifolia) and mixed-grass 
prairies of western Kansas and eastern Colorado, through portions of northwest Oklahoma, the 
northeast Texas panhandle, and into the shinnery oak (Quercus havardii) and sand sagebrush 
habitat of eastern New Mexico and western Texas.  All states within the occupied range monitor 
LEPC breeding populations annually, however, monitoring efforts have differed markedly 
among agencies and inferences have been made about populations using a variety of methods. 
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This variation in survey effort complicates attempts to understand LEPC population trends and 
makes comparisons among areas and agencies difficult.  
 
This survey design utilizes and builds upon the knowledge, information, and expertise of the five 
state wildlife agencies to develop and test a consistent LEPC range-wide sampling framework to 
estimate abundance of active leks and trends in lek abundance over time.  The design will 
provide managers within the GPLCC a consistent approach for estimating LEPC lek population 
sizes and trends across the five-state species range.   
 
OBJECTIVES:   
 
There are three objectives of this study design and pilot data collection. They are: 1) To develop 
a range-wide aerial survey methodology that will be implementable by all 5 states; 2) To test the 
survey methodology for applicability and costs; and 3) To develop cost estimates for 
implementing a range-wide survey effort. The study design is developed with the assumption 
that it will be applicable for the study of trend in lek abundance over a 5 to 25 year period of 
time. 
 
STUDY AREA AND SAMPLING FRAME:   
 
The study area for a range wide survey of LEPC active leks includes the lesser prairie-chicken 
range in 2011 (Southern Great Plains Crucial Habitat Assessment Tool, see the map available at 
http://www.kars.ku.edu/geodata/maps/sgpchat/).  The 2011 LEPC range was expanded in Kansas 
to include habitat with relatively high probability of lek occurrence based on a habitat suitability 
model developed for the Western Governors’ Association (Online Lesser Prairie-Chicken 
Habitat Mapping Tool, 
http://www.oklahomafarmreport.com/wire/news/2011/11/02055_LesserPrairieChicken11012011
_132701.php). In addition the small, convoluted areas in the 2011 LEPC range were expanded 
by a 7.5 km buffer to better accommodate 15 x 15 km survey blocks.  The expanded 2011 LEPC 
range is outlined in red in Figure 1.  The outer boundary for potential survey in 2013 or later is 
currently defined as a 30-mile buffer (48.27 km buffer) around the expanded 2011 LEPC range 
(Figure 1).  
  
The current sampling frame is defined by all 15 x 15 km grid cells using the USA Contiguous 
Albers Equal Area Conic USGS projection which overlap the outer boundary of the expanded 
2011 LEPC range by 10% or more.  Strata 1 is defined by all 15 x 15 km cells which overlap the 
expanded 2011 LEPC range by 50% or more (total = 536 cells).  A sample of grid cells from 
Strata 1 will be surveyed,  flying two 15 km x 400 m transects in each, during the pilot work, 
spring 2012.  Further stratification based on habitat type is not recommended at this time, 
because changes in habitat are expected over the proposed 25 year lifetime of the study design. 
 
Strata 2 is defined as the remaining 921 cells in the sampling frame after excluding cells in Strata 
1.  The pilot study design does not include survey of cells in Strata 2 in spring, 2012.  Also, note 
that the outer boundary of Strata 2 may be changed in future surveys depending on results of the 
pilot study, funds available, predictions of suitable LEPC habitat based on the Western 
Governors’ Association tool, or other new information. 
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Figure 1.  The study area is currently defined by a 30-mile buffer (48.27-km buffer) around the 
expanded 2011 LEPC range.  Grid cells (15 x15 km) are defined to be in Strata 1 if they overlap 
the expanded 2011 LEPC range by 50% or more (total = 536 cells).  Strata 2 consists of the 
remaining cells which overlap the 48.27-km buffer by 10% or more (total = 921 cells). 
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METHODS: 
 
Sampling Procedure:  Grid cells in Strata 1 were ranked by an equal probability sampling 
procedure known as Generalized Random Tessellation Stratified (GRTS) sampling (Stevens and 
Olsen, 2004).  GRTS samples maintain the spatial dispersion of a sample for areal resources such 
that any contiguous subset, if taken in order, is a representative sample of the target population.  
Cells can be dynamically removed from the ranked list and the next cells on the list added to the 
sample as we discover non-target or inaccessible cells, e.g., military lands, if any exist.  
A potential sample of Strata1cells for survey in the 2012 spring pilot study is illustrated in Figure 
2 which shows the first 217 grid cells on the GRTS list.  The entire GRTS ordered list of 536 
cells is in Appendix D, where UTM coordinates of the center point of the grid cells are given.   
 
Survey Platform:  When flushed by a helicopter, lesser prairie-chickens in Texas returned to the 
lek and resumed pre-disturbance behavior within an average of approximately 7 minutes, 
suggesting that aerial surveys can be conducted using a helicopter without disruption to the lesser 
prairie-chicken lek dynamic (McRoberts et al. 2011a).  The survey platform used in the 
McRoberts et al (2011a) study and recommended for the spring 2012 pilot study is the Raven II 
(R-44) (Robinson Helicopter Company, Torrance, CA) helicopter accommodating two observers 
in the rear seats, and a third observer in the front seat.   
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Figure 2.  A potential sample of cells for survey in the 2012 spring pilot study is illustrated by 
the first 217 grid cells on the GRTS list (Appendix D).   
 
 
Standard Operating Procedure.  The Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for conducting the 
aerial surveys is provided in Appendix A.  A summary is given here.   

1.  Aerial surveys will be conducted in a R-44 helicopter or equivalent with 3 observers.   
2. The study area will be stratified into two strata (Figure 1). 

a. Survey effort in the 2012 pilot study will be restricted to Strata 1. 
b. No survey units will be identified in Nebraska. 

3. Grid cells to be surveyed are ranked in a list using the Generalized Random Tessellation 
Stratified (GRTS) sampling procedure (Appendix D).   

a. Any consecutive subset of grid cells from the list forms an equal probability 
sample of cells.  

4. Two 15 km x 400 m transects will be flown north to south or south to north in each 
selected unit.   

5. The starting point of the first transect will be randomly located in the interval [200 m, 
7300 m] on the base of the cell and the second transect will be located 7500 m to the 
right. 

6. Transects will be flown at 60 km per hour and 25 m elevation above ground. 
7. Surveys will be conducted between March 15 and May 15. 
8.  Surveys will not be flown during any type of precipitation events, when the wind is 

blowing greater than 25mph, or if the forward visibility is less than 2mi.   
9. Surveys will be conducted from sunrise until 2.5 hours after sunrise during the peak 

period of lek attendance.   
10. The front seat observer will focus on detection of leks on and close to the transect line  

and also make observations of leks detected in the field of view of the right-hand rear seat 
observer.   

11. A double sampling method will be implemented on one side of the helicopter. 
a. Leks detected by the front seat observer will be classified as: 1) leks in the strip 

close to the transect line and not visible to the rear seat observers and 2) leks in 
the field of view of the right-hand rear seat observer.  By using a mark-recapture 
analysis on leks in the field of view of the right-hand rear seat observer we can 
estimate the probability of detection on the inside edge of that field of view. 

b. The front seat observer and rear seat observer will maintain a cardboard barrier 
between the observers to help maintain independence of observations. 

c. Observers will record approximate perpendicular distance from the center of a 
“potential lek” to the transect line, count any observed LEPC seen, and remain 
quiet until confident that the other observer has either seen or missed the lek. 

d. Leks will be announced and the helicopter will return to the lek so that the GPS 
coordinates of the approximate center can be recorded for more accurate 
computation of the perpendicular distance from the transect. 

12. The rear seat observer behind the pilot will maintain approximately the same view of a 
strip on her/his side as used by the other rear seat observer. 
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a. The pilot’s primary function is to fly the helicopter, but should the pilot detect a 
lek missed by the rear seat observer on his/her side, the detection will be 
announced, the pilot will return to the lek and the coordinates recorded. 

b. Leks detected by the pilot but not by the rear seat observer will be recorded but 
cannot be used in estimation of lek density. 

13. In addition to the number of LEPC counted, other covariates recorded will include: size 
of lek, whether they are man-made or natural (McRoberts et al., 2011b), and habitat type. 

14. Ground truthing surveys will be conducted following SOPs developed by the LPCIWG 
(Appendix B). 

15. Leks with five or more birds observed from the helicopter do not require confirmation 
from the ground. 

16. Previously unknown leks of 1 to 4 birds should be visited at least once to confirm their 
status.   

17. Leks detected in areas of overlap of LEPC and Greater Prairie Chicken (GRPC) should 
be visited to confirm if the lek is exclusively LEPC, exclusively GRPC, or a mixture of 
both species.  

18. Individual States may be able to contribute effort for ground truthing potential leks.  The 
aerial survey crew will assist with ground truthing as time allows. 

19. Locations of all potential leks detected during deadhead flights and turns will be recorded 
along with the number of LEPC counted. 

 
COSTS: 

 
Anticipated survey effort, assumptions for ‘off survey and deadhead’ flying time and 
survey budget in the spring 2012 pilot study is illustrated in Table 1 under the assumption 
that $230,000 is available to conduct the survey.  R-44 helicopter rental rate was assumed 
to be $525/hour.   Labor and travel expenses were estimated at $2400/day for four 
observers and pilot.  Assuming these rates, two transects can be flown in approximately 
217 blocks in approximately 54 days.  The target number of blocks to be surveyed in the 
pilot study will be adjusted based on actual costs encountered. 

 

Table 1.  Anticipated survey effort and survey budget in the spring 2012 pilot study under 
the assumption that the R-44 rental cost is $525/hour. 
 
Survey Item Per Unit Total 
Transect Survey Hours 2.0 hr/dy 108.5 
Deadhead Hours Within Survey 
Window 0.5 hr/dy 27.125 

Deadhead Hours Outside Survey 
Window 1.0 hr/dy 54.25 

 Flight Hours 3.5 hr/dy 189.875 
Flight Days 3.5 hr/dy 54.25 
Sample Blocks 4 blks/dy 217 
Budget Item Per Unit Total 
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Total Budget - $230,000 
Labor and Travel Expenses  $2,400/dy $130,200 
R-44 Rental $525/hr $99,684 
Total - $229,884 

 
ESTIMATED PRECISION IN THE PILOT SURVEY: 

Simulations of expected precision in the 2012 pilot survey were conducted under the following 
assumptions: 

1.  Maximum expected lek density in Strata 1 is approximately 0.062 leks/km2 (6.25 
mi2/lek).  This assumption is supported by an observed density of 0.062 leks/km2 (6.25 
mi2/lek) in ground surveys conducted in Kansas, 2011. 

2. Minimum expected lek density in Strata 1 is approximately 0.031 leks/km2 (12.5 
mi2/lek).  This assumption may be too low based on observed densities reported in 
unpublished thesis research conducted in the Panhandle of Texas (Jennifer Timmer, 
personal communication). 

 
Simulating leks available for detection 

3. Random locations, representing the locations of leks, were generated across 536 15 x 15 
km grid cells at the two assumed densities. The 536 grid cells represented available 
sample blocks.  Two hundred seventeen GRTS sample blocks were then drawn from the 
available 536 cells, and the number of GRTS sample blocks containing one or more leks 
was determined.  The number of leks available for detection by the survey crew in the 
two 400-m transects was simulated by a binomial response where the probability of 
inclusion was the surveyed proportion of each block. 
 
This step likely introduces the largest source of variation in the simulation, however 
variation due to the probability of detection is simulated using binomial processes in 
steps 5 below. 
 

4. Clustered locations, representing the locations of leks, were generated using a 
moderately clustered spatial point process over 536 available blocks.  The number of leks 
available for potential detection by the survey crew was simulated using the above 
method for random locations. 
 

Estimating the number of detected leks and estimating lek density 
5. Simulations were conducted using p = 0.66 for the average probability of detection of a 

lek in the transects.  The estimate p = 0.66 was selected as a compromise between values 
in the neighborhood of 0.89 reported in McRoberts et al. (2011b) and the value of 0.43 
reported in more recent aerial surveys using a two seat helicopter in the Panhandle of 
Texas (personal communication, Jennifer Timmer).  It was found by reviewing data from 
McRoberts et al. (2011b) that variability in probability of detection could be 
approximated by a binomial distribution.  One thousand random values of probability of 
detection were generated from a binomial distribution having mean 0.66.  These 1,000 
simulated detectabilities were multiplied by the 1,000 simulated values of leks available 
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for detection to obtain a simulation set of detected leks which included variability in 
detection.   
 
Density ( D̂ ) was then estimated by summing the numbers of detected leks over all 
transects simulated, correcting for probability of detection, and dividing the estimated 
total detected by the total area surveyed.   
 

Estimating precision of estimated lek density 
6. The above procedure was repeated 1,000 times.  Each simulation provided a new 

estimate of lek density so that 1,000 estimates were generated.  Lek density and precision 
of estimated lek density was then computed. An estimate of the standard error (se) of 
estimated lek density was computed as the standard deviation of the 1,000 simulated 
density estimates.  Ninety percent confidence intervals (CI) for estimated lek density 
were obtained as the 5th and 95th quantiles of the 1,000 density estimates.  The coefficient 
of variation (cv) of lek density was determined by taking the ratio of the standard error 
and the mean of the simulated lek densities.  
 

Results 
Based on random dispersion of leks, a sample of 217 blocks, and average detection probability of 
p = 0.66, an optimistic prediction for coefficient of variation of estimated density would be in the 
neighborhood of 15% (Table 2).  A coefficient of variation for estimated density of leks in the 
neighborhood of 25% for clustered leks is probably a more realistic target for results in the 2012 
spring pilot study (Table 3). 
 
Table 2.  Estimated density of leks (leks/km2) using detection probability p = 0.66 with 
completely random spatial distribution.  ( )ˆ /D Number of Detections Area Surveyed p= !  ). The 
estimate is based on a simulated population of leks with density at 0.031 leks/km2  (first row in 
table) and 0.062 leks/km2  (second row in table).  Leks were generated randomly over 536 
available blocks.  Estimates include binomial variability in estimated detection probability.   
 
       90% CI                     95% CI  

D̂  ( )ˆˆse D  ( )ˆˆcv D  Low High Low High 

0.031 0.004 0.145 0.024 0.039 0.022 0.040 
0.062 0.006 0.103 0.052 0.073 0.050 0.074 

 
 
Table 3.  Estimated density of leks (leks/km2) using detection probability p = 0.66 with a 
clustered spatial distribution for leks.  ( ( )ˆ /D Number of Detections Area Surveyed p= !  ). The 
estimate is based on a simulated population of leks with density at 0.031leks/km2.  Leks were 
generated using a moderately clustered spatial point process over 536 available blocks.  
Estimates include binomial variability in estimated detection probability. 
  
       90% CI                     95% CI  
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D̂  ( )ˆˆse D  ( )ˆˆcv D  Low High Low High 

0.031 0.008 0.25 0.019 0.044 0.016 0.048 
DISCUSSION: 
 
The recommended study design and methods for the 2012 pilot study were selected from 
numerous alternatives in the literature and others discussed in conference calls with the 
LPCIWG.  The GRTS sampling procedure has many advantages: equal probability of selection, 
good spatial representation, and the ability to replace non-accessible units with the next cell on 
the list (Appendix D).  One of the primary advantages is that the sample size within sub-strata 
(e.g., States or habitat type) can be changed by selection (or dropping) of the ranked cells that 
meet the criterion of interest.  For example, the 2011 pilot study will have a certain sample size 
from the State of New Mexico.  If additional precision is needed for, say, a one-time study of 
abundance in New Mexico, the next cells on the GRTS list from New Mexico could be selected 
while maintaining equal probability of selection within the State and good spatial representation. 
 
When complete, the 2012 pilot study will provide further information and results for refinement 
of the study design recommended for 2013 and beyond.  In particular, we will have current 
information on costs and distribution and degree of clustering of LEPC leks in the study area.  
The number of blocks flown in the spring 2012 pilot study will be determined by actual costs 
encountered for helicopter rental, labor and travel expenses.  Estimated density of leks will have 
a certain precision depending on the realized sample size.  Regardless of the precision realized in 
the 2012 pilot study, the observed data will be re-sampled with replacement in computer 
intensive exercises to simulate relationships between sample size and precision in future studies. 
 
Precision of a one-time estimate of abundance (status of the universe of active leks) is important, 
however, the sample size and precision necessary for detection of important trends and abrupt 
changes in the abundance of LEPC leks is of equal or greater interest.  We will also simulate the 
sample size necessary to detect important trends and abrupt changes in the abundance of active 
leks.  For example, we will estimate the sample size necessary to detect a decrease (increase) in 
lek abundance of, for example, 20% over 10 years, or other time periods.  It is anticipated that 
the sample size necessary to detect a statistically significant decline, for example, 20%, over 
several years will be smaller than the sample size necessary to detect a statistically significant 
change of 20% between any two years if the same sample of blocks are surveyed in any future 
surveys. 
 
An attempt will be made to use two helicopters and survey crews and conduct the 2012 pilot 
study during the peak periods of lek attendance in the five states.  We will monitor lek detection 
rates over the part of the March 15 to May 15 season in which flights are made.  Also, detection 
rates will be monitored over the daily survey period from sunrise to 2.5 after sunrise.  
Modifications in the survey season, in the daily survey period, or to other components of the 
Standard Operating Procedure (Appendix A) may be recommended based on experience gained 
in and results of the 2012 pilot study. 
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Of particular interest for any surveys in 2013 and beyond is the amount of surveying that should 
be done in Strata 2 (Figure 2) and, in fact, the size and shape of Strata 2.  Recommendations on 
this and other issues will be given in the Final Report due August 31, 2012. 
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Introduction 

This appendix contains guidance on methods for aerial block/line transect surveys for detection 
of active lesser prairie-chicken (Tympanuchus pallidicinctus) (LEPC) leks.   

Equipment Checklist 

The following equipment should be taken aboard the aircraft each day of the survey: 
1. Laptop computer with fully charged battery, power cord and inverter, 
2. GPS unit with 2 sets (4 AA) of spare batteries, and USB cable, 
3. Pencils and clipboard with 10 data sheets, 
4. Maps of region showing topography, locations of airports, and survey transects, 
5. Printed list of transect waypoints, 
6. MapSource Topo CD, 
7. Helmets and flight suits, 
8. Cardboard divider, 
9. Cell phone with the following numbers programmed: 

a. Troy: 307-421-8437, 
b. WEST main office: 1-888-634-1756. 

Flight Protocol 

Flight Safety – The safety of the crew members should be the first consideration before flights 
start each day.  Please see Safety Equipment and other sections below.   
 
Safety Equipment – Helmets must be worn during take-off, landing, and while flying on 
transect and at low altitudes.  Nomex flight suits should be worn by observers at all times in the 
aircraft.   
 
Flight Crews – One crew of 3 observers and one pilot are required to complete the surveys.  The 
crew will complete approximately 190 hours of transect flight and ferry time between transects 
(Table 1).  There is a 62-day window for completing surveys (March 15 – May 15).  This 
includes days not spent flying due to weather, travel, and ground days for the pilot, as required 
by the FAA.  Crew leaders will strive to complete an average of 4 blocks (8- 15 kilometer [km] 
transects) per day.  To reach this goal, the crew should strive for completing 5 blocks on days 
when weather and logistics permit.  
 
Observers/Aircraft – There will be three observers in the Raven II (R-44) (Robinson Helicopter 
Company, Torrance, CA) helicopter – 2 main observers in the rear seats, and a third observer 
acting as a ‘double-observer’, navigator, and data recorder in the front seat.  Along with actively 
searching for lesser prairie-chicken leks, the observer in the front seat of the aircraft will help the 
pilot with navigation and recording positions of observed leks using the GPS.  Analysis of 
observation data from both front and back seat observers on the right side of the aircraft uses 
mark-recapture methodology for estimation of probability of detection functions and correction 
of lesser prairie-chicken lek densities.  Observers will rotate positions in the aircraft daily to 
ensure that differences in observer abilities are distributed across all positions in the aircraft.  
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Timing of Surveys – Surveys will begin March 15th and end no later than May 15th.  Depending 
on weather conditions, surveys will be conducted from sunrise to 2.5 hours after sunrise.  
 
Weather Restrictions – The relative safety of each flight will be determined in the field and will 
depend upon weather conditions and local flight restrictions.  Crew leaders and the pilot will 
determine if standard survey protocol can be followed in a safe manner.  Surveys will not be 
flown if any precipitation event is taking place, when wind speeds are >40 kilometer per hour 
(kph) (25 miles per hour [mph]), or visibility is less than 3.2 km (2 miles [mi]).  If the pilot or 
crew leader determines that surveys cannot be conducted safely, surveys will be halted until 
conditions improve.   

Transect Flights – Safety should be the primary concern during the survey.  Surveys will be 
conducted at an approximate air speed of 60 kilometer per hour (kph) (37 mile per hour [mph]), 
and the helicopter will be maintained at an altitude of 25 m (82 feet [ft]) above the ground level 
(AGL).  Surveys will not be completed over housing, livestock, or large water bodies. During the 
survey, all crew members and pilot should carefully monitor the air speed and AGL to ensure the 
survey protocol is being followed consistently. 
 
Off-Transect Flight – The pilot will determine the most appropriate airspeed and altitude for 
flying between transects and airports.   
 
Transect Lines within Survey Blocks --  Two transects will be flown in each survey block in 
north to south or south to north direction insuring no potential overlap with surveyed ‘transect 
strips’ in other blocks (Figure 1).  The first transect will be randomly located in the interval [200 
m, 7300 m] on the base of the block and the second transect will be located 7500 m to the right.  
For example, if the starting point for the first transect is 355 m from the left hand edge, the 
ending point for the second transect will be at 355 m + 7500 m = 7855 m.  Waypoints for the 
beginning and end of all transects in the planned survey blocks and in alternates will be 
determined prior to the start of the survey. 
 
A list of alternate survey blocks and transects will be created.  This list should be used to make 
up for survey blocks whose transects cannot be flown.  If a survey block is dropped because it is 
not accessible, then the preferred option is the next survey block on the GRTS list. However, if 
the next survey block on the GRTS list would substantially increase costs and time to complete 
the survey then the closest alternate survey block can be flown.  A map of alternate survey 
blocks will be created. 
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Figure 1.  15 km by 15 km sample block showing random position of 400 m wide transects. 
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Lek/LEPC Observations 

Lesser Prairie-Chicken Lek Observations -- Observers will concentrate on detecting 
displaying and flying LEPCs within 200 m of the helicopter.  Observers should give more effort 
to detecting LEPC closer to the helicopter compared to longer distances.  After a complete scan 
of the ground and the air in the first 100 m, the next ~200 m should then be scanned until one is 
certain all LEPC available to be seen are detected.  Further distance zones are then searched in 
exactly the same manner.   
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Lesser Prairie-Chicken Lek and/or Bird Observations – A LEPC lek detection consists of an 
individual prairie chicken or group of prairie chickens sighted while flying on a designated 
transect.  Lek/LEPC sighted while flying off transect, either to and from transect way-points and 
airports, will be recorded in the “off transect” section on the field data form.  The pilot will fly to 
the lek so that the sighting can be verified and the observed location recorded.  If a lek/LEPC is 
sighted while flying off transect in an attempt to verify a lek detection, the crew needs to 
determine if the new LEPC observation is independent of the original sighting.  For example, 
one lek/LEPC is sighted while on transect and the aircraft is pulled off-line for closer inspection 
of and to obtain GPS coordinates of the Lek.  Another lek is seen in the area and it is determined 
the new lek is related to the original (e.g., is a satellite lek), then the total abundance of LEPC 
would be recorded.  However, if the new lek observed while off-line is believed to be an 
independent lek separated by at least 100 m from the original then the new lek will be recorded 
in the comments section of the field data form.  New, independent lek/LEPC sighted off-transect 
cannot be included in the statistical analysis due to the extra search effort associated with the 
sighting, which can bias final estimates of LEPC lek density. 
 
Reporting by Back-Left Observer – When a lek/LEPC is sighted on the left side of the aircraft 
by the back-left observer, the observer will immediately notify the rest of the flight crew.  The 
observer will state lek/LEPC have been sighted on the left of the transect line, the visually 
estimated distance from the transect line, and the characteristics of the lek/LEPC location so that 
the pilot can navigate the aircraft closer to the lek.  The rear seat observer with the field data 
form will begin recording the observation at this time.  When the helicopter is directly above the 
location where the lek/LEPC was originally sighted, the front-right observer with the GPS will 
record the location in the GPS and announce the waypoint ID number.  The waypoint ID on the 
field data form should match the waypoint recorded in computer.  The observers need to 
communicate with each other to verify the GRTS grid cell being flown, the waypoint ID, and lek 
type.   

 
Reporting by the Front-Right and Back-Right Observers – The front seat observer will focus 
on detections around the transect line (i.e., guard the line) and immediately announce detection 
that are not in the field of view of the rear seat observers.  The front seat observer will also make 
observations of leks detected in the field of view of the right-hand rear seat observer (but without 
100% detection).  A double sampling method will be implemented on this side of the helicopter. 
 
Leks detected by the front seat observer will be classified as: 1) leks in the strip close to the 
transect line and not visible to the rear seat observers and 2) leks in the field of view of the right-
hand rear seat observer.  By using a mark-recapture analysis on leks in the field of view of the 
right-hand rear seat observer we can get an estimate of the probability of detection on the inside 
edge of that field of view. 

Using this approach, the front and back seat observers on the right side of the helicopter will not 
immediately announce lek/LEPC sightings in the field of view of the rear seat observer.  Instead, 
they wait an appropriate length of time (~5 seconds) to ensure the observed lek/LEPC are behind 
the helicopter and out of view of the other right seat observer.  Once the observed lek/LEPC are 
out of view of the other observer, and no other lek/LEPC are in sight on the right side, then the 
observer(s) will announce the sighting, and the pilot will pull off-line so that the sighting can be 
verified and the observed location recorded.  It is important that the observers, once off-line, pay 
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most attention to the location of the lek/LEPC in question so that the pilot can locate the lek.  A 
determination will be made based on which observers (front, back, or both) on the right side 
observed the lek/LEPC while on transect.  Once an observer on the right side of the aircraft has 
announced that lek/LEPC have been sighted, the field data form recorder will begin filling out 
the data sheet, making sure to indicate on the form which observer(s) on the right side of the 
aircraft detected the LEPC.  This crucial piece of information is not meant to indicate which of 
the observers first called out the sighting, but whether only one or both of the observers on the 
right side actually detected the lek/LEPC while on transect.   

Daily rotation of the observers in the aircraft will allow for more flexibility in the methodology 
used to estimate detection functions for LEPC.  The front right seat observer will always be 
responsible for the GPS unit and recording waypoints into the computer.  The field data form 
responsibilities should be alternated daily between the two rear seat observers to ensure the effect 
of that responsibility is pooled across both sides of the aircraft. 
 
It is essential that the observers on the right side of the aircraft operate independently – i.e., one 
observer cannot be “clued in” when lek/LEPC are sighted due to movements of the other 
observer.  Use of the cardboard divider will reduce visibility between the two observers on the 
right side of the aircraft and facilitate independence. 
 
Pilot Responsibilities – The pilot is responsible for safely flying survey transects while 
maintaining the desired AGL and airspeed.  The observers are responsible for sighting LEPC and 
recording all sightings in the computer and on the field data form.  If the pilot sights a LEPC, he 
or she should wait an appropriate length of time to allow the LEPC to pass out of view of the 
other observers (front and back seats).  If the other observers in the helicopter do not announce 
that a sighting has been made, the pilot can then alert the observers that a LEPC lek was missed.  
This information, along with the habitat type and activity of the birds will be recorded in the 
“comments” section of the field data form.  Once the observed lek/LEPC are out of view of the 
other observers, and no other lek/LEPC are in sight, then the pilot will announce the sighting, 
and the pilot will pull off-line so that the sighting can be verified and the observed location 
recorded.  Lek/LEPC sighted by the pilot will not be used in estimation of total lek abundance. 
 
LEPC Observed Flying – Communication between observers will be the same for flying and 
displaying LEPC.  If LEPC are observed flying and the location of the lek is not immediately 
obvious, the observers should estimate the perpendicular distance from the flying LEPC to the 
transect line.  It is important to verify the sighting first, and then try to record location where the 
LEPC was first seen.  Use of landmarks directly below the LEPC will help reduce measurement 
error.  For all LEPC (lekking and flying), a visual estimation of the perpendicular distance of the 
LEPC from the transect line will be recorded and compared to the GPS measurement to help 
calibrate visual estimates by observers.  If possible, the crew should determine the most likely 
location of a lek used by the flying birds.  The location of the potential lek should be recorded 
and ground truthed using the Lek Confirmation Protocol, Appendix B. 
 
Mixed Species Areas - Both Lesser and Greater prairie-chicken can and do occur in portions of 
Kansas (Figure A1). If a lek is observed within this area, ground truthing will need to be 
conducted to determine actual species occupancy.   See Lek Confirmation Protocol, Appendix B. 
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Figure A1. Northwestern area of Kansas with potential overlap of Lesser and Greater Prairie 
Chickens (outlined in green).  Leks detected in this area should be visited on the ground to 
confirm species present. 
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Lesser Prairie-Chicken Groups that are less than 5 - If a group of LEPC are observed  with 
size between 1 to 4 birds, a ground confirmation should be undertaken to determine if an active 
lek is actually present. See Lek Confirmation Protocol, Appendix B. 

Recording Other Pertinent Data – Location of the helicopter, date, and time are automatically 
recorded in the computer by the GPS unit at fixed intervals (~ every 5 seconds).  This permits 
plotting of the actual flight path versus the intended transect lines, and calculation of airspeeds.  
The crew leader should record the time of each take-off and landing.  To record a waypoint 
(transect start and end points, LEPC locations, and habitat changes), click ‘control’ ‘w’ on the 
keyboard or use the mouse to select ‘tools’ and ‘waypoint’.   
 
The front-right observer will also record transect start and end points, and changes in habitat 
types below the transect line.  This will provide a habitat profile for each transect line and allow 
estimation of the total amount of each habitat type in the study area. For a transect start point, 
name the waypoint ‘start,1,sgr,time’ for starting point of transect 1 which is over Short-grass 
Grassland habitat ‘start,2,cr,time’ for starting point of transect 2 which is over Crop Lands 
habitat.  For a transect stop point, name the waypoint ‘stop,1,sp,time’ for the stopping point on 
transect 1 which is over Sand-sage Prairie habitat.  Habitat Codes are: CR:Crop Land, 
SGR:Short-grass Grassland, TGR Tall-grass Grassland (with little or no shrubs, including CRP 
grassland), SP:Sand-sage Prairie, SH:Shinnery Oak (including other shrub dominated land), and 
OT:Other.  
 
For LEPC locations, name the waypoints ‘lpc1’, ‘lpc2’, etc.  Waypoints given to the field data 
form recorder for insertion into the ‘Waypoint ID’ field on the data form will be ‘lpc1’, ‘lpc2’, 
etc.  Good communication between the front right observer with the computer and GPS unit and 
the field data form recorder will ensure that LEPC records can be tied to recorded locations in 
the computer.   
 
Waypoints for habitat changes not at transect start or end points will be named ‘sgr,1,time’, for 
the first habitat change to Short-grass Grassland on transect 1.  For example, if Transect 2 starts 
over Grassland, then crosses into Crop Land habitat, where the 3rd lek/LEPC is observed by this 
crew, and back over Grassland habitat, the following waypoints should be entered into the 
computer at the appropriate locations: ‘start,2,sgr,time’, ‘2,cr,time’, ‘lpc3’, ‘2,sgr,time’, and 
‘stop,2,sgr,time’. 
 
Survey Block, Observer, and Weather Documentation – At the beginning and end of each 
survey flight when the aircraft is on the ground or in transit to the survey area, the field data form 
recorder is responsible for entering information for the individual survey block to be flown.  
Documentation includes, but is not limited to, the crew names and their positions within the 
helicopter, weather conditions, survey block to be flown, and the direction the flight line is to be 
flown (north-to-south or south-to-north).  Weather information should include cloud cover 
percentage (0 to 100% CC), air temperature and wind speed.   
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Data Entry and Back-Up – At the end of each survey day, the crew leader will be responsible 
for entering data from the field data forms into the ACCESS database designed specifically for 
this study.  This will help ensure that any discrepancies/errors in the field data forms are 
corrected while the survey under question is fresh in the minds of the crew.  It will also serve as 
a backup in case field data forms are lost or damaged during the study.   
 
To save waypoint locations and information at the end of each survey day, open nRoute, select 
the ‘Waypoints’ tab, then ‘File’ and ‘Export’.  Save the ‘gdb’ file and include the date in the file 
name. 

Restricted Airspace and Other Restrictions on Flying -- At the end of each survey day, the 
crew needs to plan which transects and blocks will be flown the following day.  This should be 
done with the help of the pilot, who can determine which airport(s) will be used for fueling, and 
refer to his/her flight maps and GPS to determine if the designated survey blocks/transects cross 
restricted or dangerous airspace.   

Every effort has been made to identify restricted airspace prior to sending crews out into the 
field.  If GRTS/transects are recognized as running through restricted airspace, over new 
housing/office building development, or close to a grass fire and access cannot be obtained or it 
is deemed unsafe, then the transects in the next survey block on the GRTS sample list should be 
flown if logistically feasible.  The only circumstances under which transects in a survey block 
can be dropped or not fully completed are: grass fire; restricted airspace; crossing over large 
housing or industrial developments; or sudden dangerous weather or limited visibility.  If 
transects in a survey block are dropped or not flown from start to end, the explanation of the 
deviation from the planned survey must be recorded on a field data form.     

If a transect runs through a farmyard, town, small housing development, cattle feed lot, or there 
are other segments of a transect that should not be flown at low elevation in a helicopter, then 
those segments should be assumed to not contain lek/LEPC.  The pilot should increase elevation 
and, if possible, avoid harassment of people or livestock.  Start and end points of the surveyed 
segments of the transect must be recorded.  Similarly, if development, forest fire, or restricted 
airspace only affects a portion of a transect, fly the length of transect not affected. 

Example Comments on Field Data Form – The ‘Transect Comments’ section is located at the 
bottom of the field data form. 

Transect # 13 was flown by the crew on 1 April 2012, starting at 7:30 am.  This transect was 
flown in a north to south direction during good conditions – 10% cloud cover and no wind.  
Ryan and Rhett were on the right side of the aircraft, and Tory was the back-left observer. 

Waypoint ID 28: This waypoint marks the location of a lek in which 2 LEPC were observed by 
Tory in the back-left position in the aircraft.  Tory visually estimated the perpendicular distance 
from the transect line to the center of the lek to be 120 m.  These birds flushed upon approach of 
the helicopter. 
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Waypoint ID 29: This waypoint marks the location directly under where lek/LEPC were first 
observed over SGR:Short-grass habitat, independently by both Rhett and Ryan.  The lek/LEPC 
were about 200 m away from the transect line. 
 
Waypoint ID 31: This waypoint marks the location where approximately 5 adult male LEPC 
were observed on a lek in short grass open habitat by Tory.  Visual estimation of the 
perpendicular distance from the transect line was 80 m.  These LEPC did not flush when 
approached by the helicopter. 
 
Available Airports – Locations of airports which may be used during the 2011 Spring Pilot 
Study are illustrated in Figure A2. 

 
 
Figure A2.  Locations of airports which may be used for conduct of the Spring 2012 Pilot Study. 
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Appendix B 

LEPC Aerial Survey 

Lek Confirmation Protocol 

 
• Lek detections with five or more birds observed from the helicopter do not require 

confirmation from the ground (Jennifer Timmer, personal communication). 
• Previously unknown lek detections of 1 - 4 birds should be visited at least once to 

confirm their status between March 15 and May 15.  Surveys should be conducted 
between thirty minutes before sunrise and two hours after sunrise.  Do not conduct 
surveys when winds exceed 12 mph (Beaufort scale 4) or if raining.  Light drizzle is 
acceptable.   

• Surveyors should attempt to gain access to private land from the land owner or lease 
holder.  Trespassing must be avoided at all costs.  If surveyors are unsure of the 
ownership of a piece of property or if a road is not a public right of way, always assume 
that you do not have access.   

• Where access is granted or where leks are visible from a public road, use binoculars or a 
spotting scope to count individual birds on the lek.  Counts should be conducted from a 
vehicle or a ground blind from roughly 75-200 m away to avoid flushing birds.  If the 
terrain and vegetation does not allow for observation from a distance, a flush count is 
acceptable. 

• In the event that access is not permitted, leks may be confirmed based on a detection 
from public roads with visual observation or an auditory detections with a minimum of 
two compass bearings to define the location of the lek.  When recording compass 
bearings, try to ensure that bearings are 70-110 degrees apart to minimize triangulation 
error.  

• Where access is granted but no birds are detected, search the area within 100m of the 
coordinates of the detection for feathers, scat, tracks, flattened grass, etc. that would 
indicate the presence of a lek.  The surveyor can make a judgment about lek status based 
on the amount of sign found at the site, but revisit these detections wherever practical.  

• Verbal confirmation of the regular presence of displaying birds at detection site is 
acceptable in lieu of a survey as long as the location is confirmed with the landowner 
from aerial imagery. 

• Surveyors should attempt to visit lek detections in and adjoining cropland as soon as 
possible because lek attendance at these sites may be impacted by tilling and planting.  If 
the area around the detection has been tilled or planted and no birds are detected, search a 
minimum of 100 m around the detection for sign as described above. 

• The specie(s) of prairie chicken occupying each lek must also be identified if the site falls 
within the estimated occupied range of the greater prairie-chicken.  Observers should 
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listen to the displaying chickens from <800 meters for a minimum of 5 minutes and 
record which specie(s) are heard booming. 

o All observers working in the area where both species of prairie chicken are known 
to co-exist must watch a short video provided by KDWPT prior to going into the 
field.  The video illustrates the difference in physical appearance and vocalization 
between greater prairie-chickens, lesser prairie-chickens, and hybrids.  Observers 
must be able to identify the two different species and the hybrid by only 
vocalizations.  
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Appendix C 

Data Sheet for Daily Flights 
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Appendix D. 
 

Center points (UTM) for 536 ordered GRTS 15km !15km sample blocks which overlap LEPC 
expanded current potential habitat by at least 50 percent.  Grid cells use the USA Contiguous 
Albers Equal Area Conic USGS projection. 
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,! -./0.//! ,120.//!
0! -033.//! ,400.//!
5! -523.//! ,.50.//!
6! -400.//! ,,60.//!
.! -5/3.//! ,1,3.//!
4! -6.3.//! ,.33.//!
3! -510.//! ,6.3.//!
1! -410.//! ,020.//!
2! -543.//! ,163.//!
,/! -500.//! ,3.3.//!
,,! -050.//! ,.20.//!
,0! -.40.//! ,3,0.//!
,5! -543.//! ,3.3.//!
,6! -5/3.//! ,./0.//!
,.! -.20.//! ,/43.//!
,4! -.,3.//! ,453.//!
,3! -500.//! ,163.//!
,1! -5/3.//! ,.33.//!
,2! -523.//! ,613.//!
0/! -400.//! ,500.//!
0,! -630.//! ,163.//!
00! -5/3.//! ,3,0.//!
05! -5/3.//! ,603.//!
06! -303.//! ,,.3.//!
0.! -660.//! ,330.//!
04! -5.0.//! ,360.//!
03! -,13.//! ,4.0.//!
01! -.20.//! ,360.//!
02! -553.//! ,443.//!
5/! -040.//! ,.50.//!
5,! -423.//! ,0/0.//!
50! -.63.//! ,.33.//!
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55! -500.//! ,1/0.//!

Continued ! !
Table 1 Continued.   
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56! -543.//! ,.20.//!
5.! -660.//! ,.50.//!
54! -400.//! ,063.//!
53! -660.//! ,133.//!
51! -5.0.//! ,423.//!
52! -553.//! ,6.3.//!
6/! -360.//! ,0,3.//!
6,! -543.//! ,423.//!
60! -553.//! ,613.//!
65! -303.//! ,/10.//!
66! -613.//! ,303.//!
6.! -040.//! ,4.0.//!
64! -020.//! ,.,3.//!
63! -423.//! ,0,3.//!
61! -./0.//! ,.33.//!
62! -500.//! ,140.//!
./! -630.//! ,443.//!
.,! -523.//! ,510.//!
.0! -423.//! ,050.//!
.5! -523.//! ,120.//!
.6! -5/3.//! ,3.3.//!
..! -0/0.//! ,4.0.//!
.4! -303.//! ,033.//!
.3! -660.//! ,3,0.//!
.1! -5.0.//! ,.,3.//!
.2! -4/3.//! ,/23.//!
4/! -613.//! ,443.//!
4,! -553.//! ,.33.//!
40! -510.//! ,.50.//!
45! -400.//! ,0/0.//!
46! -613.//! ,.40.//!
4.! -./0.//! ,133.//!
44! -040.//! ,400.//!
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Table 1 Continued.   
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43! -510.//! ,./0.//!
41! -4/3.//! ,,30.//!
42! -5/3.//! ,1/0.//!
3/! -6.3.//! ,4/3.//!
3,! -543.//! ,6.3.//!
30! -423.//! ,5/3.//!
35! -6,0.//! ,163.//!
36! -5.0.//! ,313.//!
3.! -063.//! ,.33.//!
34! -.,3.//! ,313.//!
33! -510.//! ,330.//!
31! -040.//! ,./0.//!
32! -.20.//! ,063.//!
1/! -.,3.//! ,410.//!
1,! -553.//! ,163.//!
10! -020.//! ,.33.//!
15! -6,0.//! ,630.//!
16! -4/3.//! ,063.//!
1.! -6.3.//! ,140.//!
14! -5.0.//! ,303.//!
13! -553.//! ,6,0.//!
11! -3,0.//! ,,30.//!
12! -6.3.//! ,330.//!
2/! -553.//! ,630.//!
2,! -,30.//! ,423.//!
20! -.33.//! ,3.3.//!
25! -500.//! ,443.//!
26! -033.//! ,.50.//!
2.! -423.//! ,,13.//!
24! -.33.//! ,.33.//!
23! -5.0.//! ,1/0.//!
21! -510.//! ,.33.//!
22! -603.//! ,510.//!
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Table 1 Continued.   
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,//! -443.//! ,040.//!
,/,! -543.//! ,140.//!
,/0! -033.//! ,360.//!
,/5! -500.//! ,660.//!
,/6! -303.//! ,0/0.//!
,/.! -543.//! ,3,0.//!
,/4! -553.//! ,./0.//!
,/3! -3,0.//! ,/43.//!
,/1! -.63.//! ,410.//!
,/2! -040.//! ,453.//!
,,/! -5/3.//! ,.50.//!
,,,! -443.//! ,,30.//!
,,0! -4/3.//! ,330.//!
,,5! -5/3.//! ,133.//!
,,6! -660.//! ,4.0.//!
,,.! -510.//! ,6,0.//!
,,4! -4.0.//! ,063.//!
,,3! -6,0.//! ,133.//!
,,1! -020.//! ,360.//!
,,2! -0/0.//! ,453.//!
,0/! -360.//! ,050.//!
,0,! -523.//! ,330.//!
,00! -553.//! ,.,3.//!
,05! -423.//! ,/10.//!
,06! -613.//! ,410.//!
,0.! -500.//! ,.33.//!
,04! -543.//! ,.,3.//!
,03! -453.//! ,0/0.//!
,01! -.50.//! ,.40.//!
,02! -613.//! ,133.//!
,5/! -040.//! ,.33.//!
,5,! -543.//! ,613.//!
,50! -4/3.//! ,553.//!
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Table 1 Continued.   
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,55! -5/3.//! ,150.//!
,56! -020.//! ,303.//!
,5.! -523.//! ,603.//!
,54! -443.//! ,020.//!
,53! -523.//! ,1/0.//!
,51! -500.//! ,313.//!
,52! -,13.//! ,4/3.//!
,6/! -613.//! ,330.//!
,6,! -523.//! ,3.3.//!
,60! -033.//! ,.63.//!
,65! -.20.//! ,,.3.//!
,66! -.50.//! ,410.//!
,6.! -5.0.//! ,150.//!
,64! -543.//! ,443.//!
,63! -510.//! ,630.//!
,61! -453.//! ,040.//!
,62! -603.//! ,120.//!
,./! -553.//! ,3,0.//!
,.,! -5.0.//! ,6.3.//!
,.0! -360.//! ,,60.//!
,.5! -6.3.//! ,313.//!
,.6! -5.0.//! ,630.//!
,..! -063.//! ,.40.//!
,.4! -.40.//! ,3.3.//!
,.3! -5.0.//! ,4.0.//!
,.1! -5/3.//! ,.40.//!
,.2! -443.//! ,0/0.//!
,4/! -.,3.//! ,.33.//!
,4,! -553.//! ,120.//!
,40! -6,0.//! ,.33.//!
,45! -543.//! ,523.//!
,46! -410.//! ,040.//!
,4.! -510.//! ,133.//!
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Table 1 Continued.   
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,44! -033.//! ,330.//!
,43! -0/0.//! ,443.//!
,41! -303.//! ,,13.//!
,42! -523.//! ,423.//!
,3/! -500.//! ,.40.//!
,3,! -3,0.//! ,/23.//!
,30! -.40.//! ,410.//!
,35! -553.//! ,400.//!
,36! -6,0.//! ,.40.//!
,3.! -4.0.//! ,,30.//!
,34! -.33.//! ,.40.//!
,33! -033.//! ,1,3.//!
,31! -660.//! ,.20.//!
,32! -510.//! ,603.//!
,1/! -4.0.//! ,500.//!
,1,! -510.//! ,1/0.//!
,10! -5/3.//! ,313.//!
,15! -0,3.//! ,.33.//!
,16! -303.//! ,050.//!
,1.! -6,0.//! ,313.//!
,14! -553.//! ,.50.//!
,13! -410.//! ,/.0.//!
,11! -613.//! ,4.0.//!
,12! -5.0.//! ,.33.//!
,2/! -543.//! ,.63.//!
,2,! -400.//! ,0,3.//!
,20! -4/3.//! ,5.0.//!
,25! -./0.//! ,1/0.//!
,26! -033.//! ,.33.//!
,2.! -523.//! ,./0.//!
,24! -453.//! ,500.//!
,23! -630.//! ,1/0.//!
,21! -033.//! ,303.//!
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Table 1 Continued.   
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,22! -5/3.//! ,6.3.//!
0//! -303.//! ,,03.//!
0/,! -630.//! ,360.//!
0/0! -553.//! ,330.//!
0/5! -,.3.//! ,410.//!
0/6! -./0.//! ,330.//!
0/.! -553.//! ,4.0.//!
0/4! -040.//! ,.40.//!
0/3! -.20.//! ,,60.//!
0/1! -.40.//! ,.20.//!
0/2! -553.//! ,1/0.//!
0,/! -543.//! ,410.//!
0,,! -630.//! ,.40.//!
0,0! -453.//! ,050.//!
0,5! -630.//! ,120.//!
0,6! -500.//! ,303.//!
0,.! -5.0.//! ,6,0.//!
0,4! -303.//! ,0,3.//!
0,3! -660.//! ,3.3.//!
0,1! -5.0.//! ,./0.//!
0,2! -0/0.//! ,.40.//!
00/! -.,3.//! ,423.//!
00,! -020.//! ,453.//!
000! -5/3.//! ,.63.//!
005! -443.//! ,0,3.//!
006! -./0.//! ,.20.//!
00.! -553.//! ,133.//!
004! -6.3.//! ,4.0.//!
003! -523.//! ,523.//!
001! -410.//! ,050.//!
002! -510.//! ,120.//!
05/! -040.//! ,313.//!
05,! -0/0.//! ,410.//!
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Table 1 Continued.   
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050! -360.//! ,033.//!
055! -630.//! ,303.//!
056! -5.0.//! ,.63.//!
05.! -4/3.//! ,/43.//!
054! -.63.//! ,4.0.//!
053! -553.//! ,4/3.//!
051! -523.//! ,.63.//!
052! -423.//! ,,30.//!
06/! -.40.//! ,.40.//!
06,! -033.//! ,1/0.//!
060! -630.//! ,.20.//!
065! -523.//! ,6.3.//!
066! -443.//! ,500.//!
06.! -543.//! ,1,3.//!
064! -020.//! ,313.//!
063! -0/0.//! ,.33.//!
061! -3,0.//! ,050.//!
062! -510.//! ,3.3.//!
0./! -020.//! ,./0.//!
0.,! -.20.//! ,/10.//!
0.0! -.50.//! ,4.0.//!
0.5! -5/3.//! ,4/3.//!
0.6! -543.//! ,.40.//!
0..! -453.//! ,,.3.//!
0.4! -453.//! ,5.0.//!
0.3! -020.//! ,1/0.//!
0.1! -660.//! ,4/3.//!
0.2! -543.//! ,660.//!
04/! -410.//! ,5/3.//!
04,! -543.//! ,330.//!
040! -5/3.//! ,630.//!
045! -.33.//! ,063.//!
046! -.50.//! ,453.//!
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04.! -630.//! ,140.//!
044! -020.//! ,3,0.//!
043! -500.//! ,603.//!
041! -303.//! ,,30.//!
042! -500.//! ,410.//!
03/! -040.//! ,.,3.//!
03,! -410.//! ,0/0.//!
030! -.20.//! ,.33.//!
035! -5.0.//! ,1,3.//!
036! -510.//! ,.20.//!
03.! -603.//! ,.50.//!
034! -400.//! ,050.//!
033! -510.//! ,423.//!
031! -500.//! ,613.//!
032! -3,0.//! ,/10.//!
01/! -./0.//! ,423.//!
01,! -523.//! ,140.//!
010! -020.//! ,3.3.//!
015! -0,3.//! ,453.//!
016! -303.//! ,040.//!
01.! -553.//! ,.20.//!
014! -510.//! ,.,3.//!
013! -400.//! ,,13.//!
011! -./0.//! ,.40.//!
012! -020.//! ,150.//!
02/! -6.3.//! ,400.//!
02,! -523.//! ,6,0.//!
020! -443.//! ,5/3.//!
025! -523.//! ,360.//!
026! -033.//! ,./0.//!
02.! -.20.//! ,040.//!
024! -.,3.//! ,443.//!
023! -630.//! ,133.//!
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021! -553.//! ,423.//!
022! -553.//! ,603.//!
5//! -360.//! ,,.3.//!
5/,! -5.0.//! ,443.//!
5/0! -033.//! ,.,3.//!
5/5! -4.0.//! ,,13.//!
5/6! -.33.//! ,.20.//!
5/.! -5.0.//! ,120.//!
5/4! -543.//! ,.33.//!
5/3! -603.//! ,543.//!
5/1! -4.0.//! ,040.//!
5/2! -543.//! ,303.//!
5,/! -553.//! ,.40.//!
5,,! -303.//! ,,,0.//!
5,0! -.40.//! ,443.//!
5,5! -510.//! ,1,3.//!
5,6! -5/3.//! ,330.//!
5,.! -0,3.//! ,4.0.//!
5,4! -360.//! ,063.//!
5,3! -5.0.//! ,.20.//!
5,1! -510.//! ,.40.//!
5,2! -453.//! ,0,3.//!
50/! -.,3.//! ,.40.//!
50,! -5/3.//! ,163.//!
500! -5/3.//! ,303.//!
505! -6,0.//! ,6,0.//!
506! -410.//! ,500.//!
50.! -6,0.//! ,3.3.//!
504! -040.//! ,.63.//!
503! -.20.//! ,,30.//!
501! -.50.//! ,443.//!
502! -500.//! ,1,3.//!
55/! -510.//! ,410.//!
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55,! -603.//! ,.63.//!
550! -400.//! ,040.//!
555! -630.//! ,313.//!
556! -5.0.//! ,613.//!
55.! -063.//! ,.63.//!
554! -.40.//! ,360.//!
553! -5.0.//! ,133.//!
551! -523.//! ,.33.//!
552! -510.//! ,523.//!
56/! -410.//! ,033.//!
56,! -630.//! ,3,0.//!
560! -553.//! ,.63.//!
565! -303.//! ,/23.//!
566! -.63.//! ,443.//!
56.! -543.//! ,1/0.//!
564! -020.//! ,330.//!
563! -0/0.//! ,.20.//!
561! -3,0.//! ,063.//!
562! -020.//! ,400.//!
5./! -510.//! ,.63.//!
5.,! -400.//! ,,30.//!
5.0! -400.//! ,5.0.//!
5.5! -6.3.//! ,1/0.//!
5.6! -5/3.//! ,423.//!
5..! -5/3.//! ,660.//!
5.4! -303.//! ,,60.//!
5.3! -553.//! ,410.//!
5.1! -033.//! ,.40.//!
5.2! -410.//! ,,13.//!
54/! -.40.//! ,.33.//!
54,! -553.//! ,1,3.//!
540! -523.//! ,410.//!
545! -603.//! ,.,3.//!
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546! -453.//! ,063.//!
54.! -603.//! ,3.3.//!
544! -500.//! ,./0.//!
543! -303.//! ,/43.//!
541! -.,3.//! ,3,0.//!
542! -6,0.//! ,120.//!
53/! -5/3.//! ,360.//!
53,! -0,3.//! ,410.//!
530! -3,0.//! ,040.//!
535! -500.//! ,.20.//!
536! -543.//! ,.50.//!
53.! -453.//! ,,13.//!
534! -.63.//! ,.40.//!
533! -510.//! ,163.//!
531! -553.//! ,3.3.//!
532! -0,3.//! ,.20.//!
51/! -303.//! ,063.//!
51,! -020.//! ,4/3.//!
510! -523.//! ,.,3.//!
515! -400.//! ,,.3.//!
516! -400.//! ,543.//!
51.! -613.//! ,120.//!
514! -033.//! ,4/3.//!
513! -6,0.//! ,.,3.//!
511! -4/3.//! ,,60.//!
512! -523.//! ,163.//!
52/! -553.//! ,360.//!
52,! -063.//! ,.20.//!
520! -.33.//! ,303.//!
525! -553.//! ,150.//!
526! -020.//! ,.20.//!
52.! -523.//! ,630.//!
524! -4/3.//! ,050.//!
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523! -660.//! ,313.//!
521! -5.0.//! ,3.3.//!
522! -,.3.//! ,423.//!
6//! -.20.//! ,3.3.//!
6/,! -603.//! ,133.//!
6/0! -5.0.//! ,3,0.//!
6/5! -553.//! ,660.//!
6/6! -3,0.//! ,0/0.//!
6/.! -033.//! ,453.//!
6/4! -020.//! ,.50.//!
6/3! -410.//! ,0,3.//!
6/1! -.,3.//! ,400.//!
6/2! -500.//! ,133.//!
6,/! -603.//! ,443.//!
6,,! -6,0.//! ,523.//!
6,0! -423.//! ,063.//!
6,5! -6,0.//! ,330.//!
6,6! -5.0.//! ,.50.//!
6,.! -443.//! ,/43.//!
6,4! -./0.//! ,443.//!
6,3! -./0.//! ,140.//!
6,1! -040.//! ,4/3.//!
6,2! -510.//! ,613.//!
60/! -4/3.//! ,,.3.//!
60,! -523.//! ,1,3.//!
600! -5.0.//! ,330.//!
605! -,13.//! ,400.//!
606! -./0.//! ,313.//!
60.! -5.0.//! ,163.//!
604! -5/3.//! ,.20.//!
603! -543.//! ,630.//!
601! -4/3.//! ,040.//!
602! -660.//! ,120.//!
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65/! -500.//! ,423.//!
65,! -5.0.//! ,660.//!
650! -360.//! ,,30.//!
655! -630.//! ,330.//!
656! -500.//! ,630.//!
65.! -,13.//! ,423.//!
654! -.33.//! ,360.//!
653! -5.0.//! ,410.//!
651! -020.//! ,.63.//!
652! -4.0.//! ,0/0.//!
66/! -.50.//! ,.33.//!
66,! -510.//! ,140.//!
660! -033.//! ,3.3.//!
665! -5.0.//! ,523.//!
666! -3,0.//! ,,13.//!
66.! -5/3.//! ,410.//!
664! -6,0.//! ,.63.//!
663! -4.0.//! ,,.3.//!
661! -4/3.//! ,3.3.//!
662! -040.//! ,1/0.//!
6./! -603.//! ,.20.//!
6.,! -543.//! ,603.//!
6.0! -4.0.//! ,050.//!
6.5! -523.//! ,313.//!
6.6! -500.//! ,.,3.//!
6..! -423.//! ,/23.//!
6.4! -./0.//! ,4.0.//!
6.3! -613.//! ,1/0.//!
6.1! -040.//! ,.20.//!
6.2! -543.//! ,./0.//!
64/! -453.//! ,553.//!
64,! -6.3.//! ,3.3.//!
640! -553.//! ,313.//!
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645! -,30.//! ,410.//!
646! -613.//! ,313.//!
64.! -6.3.//! ,120.//!
644! -500.//! ,3,0.//!
643! -5.0.//! ,603.//!
641! -360.//! ,,03.//!
642! -020.//! ,4.0.//!
63/! -020.//! ,.40.//!
63,! -443.//! ,,13.//!
630! -613.//! ,.20.//!
635! -543.//! ,133.//!
636! -033.//! ,313.//!
63.! -0,3.//! ,443.//!
634! -360.//! ,040.//!
633! -500.//! ,4/3.//!
631! -523.//! ,.40.//!
632! -410.//! ,,30.//!
61/! -.20.//! ,.40.//!
61,! -040.//! ,1,3.//!
610! -603.//! ,.33.//!
615! -543.//! ,6,0.//!
616! -4.0.//! ,553.//!
61.! -543.//! ,360.//!
614! -500.//! ,.50.//!
613! -423.//! ,/.0.//!
611! -./0.//! ,453.//!
612! -500.//! ,150.//!
62/! -033.//! ,.20.//!
62,! -6,0.//! ,./0.//!
620! -400.//! ,553.//!
625! -603.//! ,330.//!
626! -500.//! ,330.//!
62.! -,13.//! ,453.//!
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624! -613.//! ,360.//!
623! -660.//! ,140.//!
621! -553.//! ,303.//!
622! -500.//! ,6.3.//!
.//! -3,0.//! ,0,3.//!
./,! -5/3.//! ,453.//!
./0! -5/3.//! ,.,3.//!
./5! -4.0.//! ,0,3.//!
./6! -613.//! ,.33.//!
./.! -553.//! ,140.//!
./4! -6.3.//! ,443.//!
./3! -6,0.//! ,510.//!
./1! -410.//! ,063.//!
./2! -6.3.//! ,303.//!
.,/! -5.0.//! ,.40.//!
.,,! -4/3.//! ,/10.//!
.,0! -./0.//! ,410.//!
.,5! -020.//! ,1,3.//!
.,6! -630.//! ,.33.//!
.,.! -510.//! ,660.//!
.,4! -443.//! ,553.//!
.,3! -510.//! ,360.//!
.,1! -5/3.//! ,613.//!
.,2! -.33.//! ,/10.//!
.0/! -.,3.//! ,4.0.//!
.0,! -5.0.//! ,140.//!
.00! -630.//! ,4.0.//!
.05! -6,0.//! ,543.//!
.06! -423.//! ,040.//!
.0.! -6.3.//! ,3,0.//!
.04! -500.//! ,.63.//!
.03! -3,0.//! ,,,0.//!
.01! -.40.//! ,4.0.//!
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.02! -543.//! ,150.//!

.5/! -500.//! ,360.//!

.5,! -050.//! ,.33.//!

.50! -.40.//! ,303.//!

.55! -5/3.//! ,400.//!

.56! -6,0.//! ,.50.//!

.5.! -453.//! ,,30.//!

.54! -4.0.//! ,5.0.//!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


